Blood pressure variability, prehypertension, and hypertension in adolescents

Abstract: Medical conditions diagnosed during adolescence may have long term impacts on the health of an individual. As a result, identifying cardiovascular risk factors earlier in life such as prehypertension (pre-HTN) and hypertension (HTN) can have significant benefits across an individual’s lifespan. Diagnosing elevated blood pressure (BP) during adolescence can be difficult, partially due to the natural variability that occurs during this period of life. Levels of BP that define adolescent prehypertension/hypertension are provided as well as an abridged review of BP variability across research groups. Strategies for BP management of adolescents are considered, with the primary focus on nonpharmacologic interventions.
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Introduction
Adolescence is defined as the “period between the beginning of puberty until maturity” in human development, and it extends mainly over the teen years and terminates legally when the age of majority is reached. The word is from the Latin root “adolescere,” which means “to grow up.” It is a time of rapid change in the life of an individual, and it is the time between childhood and adulthood. While children are not just little adults and adults are not just large children, adolescents are also unique and constantly changing, and during this time there are some medical problems that may surface. Elevated BP may be detected at this age, and it is important to recognize the definitions of hypertension (HTN) as well as prehypertension (pre-HTN) to appropriately counsel patients and their families about this condition.

There have been great advances in the treatment of cardiovascular disease over the last several decades, and yet the best treatment strategy continues to be the prevention of the development of the disease. Elevated BP is one of a number of modifiable risk factors for cardiovascular disease, along with dyslipidemia, cigarette smoking, diabetes, and overweight/obesity. This article will focus on HTN, and definitions of HTN and pre-HTN will be discussed first. Following those definitions, the issue of BP variability as a challenge in the management of this condition will be addressed. The various strategies for treatment will also be considered, with careful attention being paid to therapeutic lifestyle changes (TLC), also known as nonpharmacologic management, and then some guidelines for pharmacologic management will also be outlined.
Definition of prehypertension and hypertension in adolescents

The Fourth Report on Blood Pressure in Children and Adolescents (Fourth Report) provides guidance on the diagnosis, evaluation, and management of high BP in this age group. The current definition of HTN is BP values that fall above the 95th percentile for age, gender, and stature on at least three occasions. This definition of HTN is one that is based on normative distribution of BP in healthy children and adolescents, and it is stratified by age, gender, and stature.3 While there are outcome data in adults that allow for a definition of HTN to be BP level above 140/90 mm Hg, similar data in adolescents do not exist. Therefore, the definition of HTN is different in adolescents, and it will depend upon the age of the adolescent. In the adolescent younger than 18 years of age, the definition of HTN is BP values that fall above the 95th percentile for age, gender, and stature on at least three occasions.4

In addition to defining HTN as BP being >95th percentile, the National High Blood Pressure Education Program has more recently gone to staging HTN in this way: Stage 1 HTN is BP from the 95th percentile to the 99th percentile plus 5 mm Hg, and Stage 2 HTN is BP above the 99th percentile plus 5 mm Hg.1 While there is no direct evidence linking the stratifications of pre-HTN, Stage 1, or Stage 2 HTN with specific outcomes in pediatric age groups, it is felt that pediatric patients with Stage 2 HTN (higher relative readings for age, gender and stature) are more likely to have secondary forms of HTN. There seems to be a general feeling that the HTN associated with obesity is more likely to be Stage 1, although each patient is an individual.3

Pre-HTN is also seen in adolescents. The concept of pre-HTN made its way into the pediatric literature with the publication of the Fourth Report, and it has been defined as BP values that fall between the 90th and 95th percentiles on a consistent basis, or >120/80 for adolescents. Preventive strategies could be most likely to help here, and effective interventions for someone who is prehypertensive might allow for alleviation of manageable risk before sustained HTN arises. While there are no large-scale studies of pre-HTN in children and adolescents, it has been recently shown that adults with pre-HTN have adverse cardiometabolic risk, and by tending to the prehypertensive patient, some of that risk may be attenuated.3

In recent years, there has been more attention paid to assessing body mass index (BMI) in children and adolescents. A child is considered overweight when BMI is >85th percentile and obese when BMI is >95th percentile. The term metabolic syndrome refers to a cluster of risk factors for the development of cardiovascular disease and diabetes mellitus (DM) that include alterations in serum lipid levels, insulin resistance, obesity (especially central obesity), and HTN. There is no consensus as to what defines metabolic syndrome for children and adolescents, yet several findings are considered comorbidities in the context of obesity. There have been some modifications made in a definition of the National Cholesterol Education Program Adult Treatment Panel III criteria. These criteria when applied to children and adolescents would require at least three of the following for the diagnosis of metabolic syndrome: serum triglycerides >95th percentile, high-density lipoprotein <5th percentile, systolic BP or diastolic BP >95th percentile, and impaired glucose tolerance.5

To date, the Fourth Report is the latest set of guidelines that may be used to evaluate an adolescent patient with elevated BP. In that report, one can find comprehensive guidance on the proper technique for BP measurement, tables to assess BP relative to age, gender and stature, and advice on the appropriate diagnostic interventions at the time of diagnosis. There is a clinical reference tool available as well that can be easily downloaded to use in clinical practice, and the link to that website is provided in the references.7

Another more recently published review by Flynn and Falkner discusses adolescent HTN in the context of obesity. They emphasize the need to pay attention to reduction of future cardiovascular risk.4

Blood pressure variability, determination of the rate of progression from prehypertension to hypertension

The issues of adolescent BP changes, HTN, and BP variability have been discussed for decades. In a review of the literature over the past quarter of a century, what is most striking is the number of different definitions of the concept of BP variability. In 1974, Kilcoyne et al noted changes in the “maturing circulation” of over 3500 high school students in Harlem. Mercury sphygmomanometers were used to measure BP, and the values used to determine HTN were in line with current levels for adults (systolic 140, diastolic 90). They had interesting conclusions: “overall, contrary to traditional views, the development of HTN may begin in adolescence” and “methods of detection which appear satisfactory in adulthood are insufficient to uncover the true prevalence rates of HTN in this group.”8 The same author concluded
a few years later that there is a high degree of variability in BP in the adolescent population, making it all the more challenging to assess. Harshfield et al looked at a group of healthy, normotensive adolescents and measured BP with ambulatory BP monitoring (ABPM), and they concluded that race and gender are important in determining the changes that are observed between awake and asleep individuals. There is a diurnal variation in BP noted with ABPM use, and this displays that BP is an ever changing variable. As more attention has been directed at targeting organ disease, there have also been attempts to link variability with evidence of target organ involvement. Belsha and colleagues looked at patterns of BP variability by way of ABPM while assessing markers of cardiac and renal abnormalities, and they concluded that adolescents with borderline and mild essential HTN and left ventricular hypertrophy had similar levels of fall in diurnal BP when compared to adolescents who were normotensive and to adolescents who were hypertensive but had normal left ventricular mass. The impact of birth weight is often discussed as a determining issue in the risk of development of HTN. Lurbe and colleagues assessed the relationship between birth weight and ambulatory BP variability by doing ABPM studies in over 600 healthy children from age 4 to 18 years. While not a completely adolescent population, the mean age was 9.9 years. They found a relationship between birth weight and ambulatory BP variability by doing ABPM studies in over 600 healthy children from age 4 to 18 years. While not a completely adolescent population, the mean age was 9.9 years. They found a relationship between birth weight and what they called “BP variability,” estimated as the standard deviation from discontinuous noninvasive BP monitoring techniques. They also felt that high BP variability was at least partially independent of BP values, and that there was need for further assessment of this phenomenon.

With the publication of the Fourth Report in 2004, the concept of pre-HTN was introduced into the pediatric literature, and the definition is noted above. McNiece and colleagues did an extensive assessment of 6790 adolescents in the Houston, Texas school system. Utilizing oscillometric BP measuring devices, they performed a cross sectional assessment of BP and found that nearly 20% of those adolescents were at risk for HTN. In their initial screen, 81.1% were normal, 9.5% were classified as having pre-HTN, and 9.4% had HTN. After three sets of readings, 81.1% were again normal, 15.7% had pre-HTN, and 3.2% had HTN. The authors explained a number of limitations of the study, and yet they also point to some of the issues that confront clinicians every day, including where to place a patient whose BP is in the normal range at one visit, but in the pre-HTN or HTN range at other times. Falkner and colleagues looked at the National Childhood Blood Pressure database to assess rates of progression from pre-HTN to HTN. In a group of over 8500 adolescents who had serial single BP measurements taken, they were able to determine that about 7% per year progressed from pre-HTN to HTN. This underscores that pre-HTN is predictive of HTN and that preventive strategies might be beneficial.

There is evidence that BP measured in adolescence will predict future BP, and adolescents with BP levels in the higher portion of the BP distribution curve tend to maintain that position over time, a condition called tracking. It is estimated that there is an approximate incidence of adolescent HTN of 7% per year. The data upon which this estimate is based have limitations as they are based upon a single measurement. If one looks among adolescents with pre-HTN and HTN combined, 68% of boys and 43% of girls had pre-HTN or HTN 2 years later. This raises the point that even a single elevated BP measurement in an adolescent raises the risk of having eventual persistent BP elevation.

In recent years, ABPM has been increasingly used in adolescents. It may be useful for identifying isolated nocturnal HTN, characterizing BP patterns, and assessing therapeutic interventions. In adults, ABPM is felt to be superior to casual monitoring to predict cardiovascular morbidity and mortality, but the associations are less definitive in younger patients. Early evidence does seem to parallel adult data. In an article from 2008, Acosta and McNiece review the use of ABPM, discuss the limitations of the technology, and focus on indications for the use and interpretation of the data obtained in such a study. They point out that there is a need for true cardiovascular endpoints, as opposed to population-derived norms, to enhance the usefulness of this monitoring of BP in order to assess risks to patients. ABPM allows for a number of parameters to be assessed to establish risks of future cardiovascular outcomes, and thus it is a powerful tool that warrants more attention.

It remains a practical challenge to the clinician to know exactly when to intervene with an elevated reading or set of readings. In addition to the BP values, one must take context into account. Such context includes the adolescent’s personal history and examination, social history, and the family history of not only HTN, but also its consequences. Given the genetic and familial nature of this problem, one must involve the entire family in strategies that include lifestyle changes as well. Recently published recommendations on the use of ABPM in adolescents describe the usefulness of the technique, as well as what areas of the findings should be assessed. There was a clear call for the need for larger data sets of normative values, but it will take time for these to be collected. As ABPM becomes more widely accepted,
further refinements of the use of this modality will become apparent.16

Management
Nonpharmacologic management
Nonpharmacologic management is referred to as TLC in the Fourth Report. It is generally accepted that patients with pre-HTN, but without evidence of target organ disease, should be counseled in ways to effect TLC. In patients with diagnosed HTN, either Stage 1 or Stage 2, lifestyle changes should at least be used as adjuncts to therapy.1 A number of recent reviews of HTN that discuss therapy as part of the overall issue of HTN contribute to the advice that these nonpharmacologic interventions are important to incorporate into an overall treatment regimen for hypertensive patients.17–20 A very comprehensive review can also be found in a report published by the European Society of Hypertension. That report provides general recommendations for lifestyle measures that include: a prescribed amount of moderate to vigorous physical aerobic exercise; dietary guidance with respect to avoidance of excess sugar, soft drinks, saturated fat and salt; the implementation of behavioral changes that are tailored for the characteristics of not only the patient, but also the family; the provision of educational support and materials; establishment of realistic goals; development of a reward system; and recommendations regarding participation in competitive sports.21

Lifestyle changes: general thoughts about weight loss and exercise
The Fourth Report lists diet, exercise, and weight loss as potential lifestyle changes. A combination of diet modification, aerobic exercise, and weight loss consistently reduce BP and could therefore form the cornerstone for the initial intervention for obesity-induced HTN.

There are a number of strategies to treat obesity, and they include lifestyle changes, pharmacotherapy, and surgical interventions. Lifestyle changes, while difficult, are the initial steps to reducing weight, and the ways to do it are to reduce caloric intake and to exercise regularly.22

There have been both observational and interventional studies showing beneficial effects of weight loss in pediatric patients, and some of these have been reviewed in recent papers,23 yet there have been limited controlled trials. Rocchini and colleagues performed a randomized, controlled trial over a 20 week period, and three interventions were studied: diet alone, diet along with exercise, and a control group with no intervention at all. This study showed improvement in systolic BP from baseline in the intervention groups.24 A study like this can only address a limited aspect of the intervention in a defined period of time, and the long term effects of short term weight loss are unknown.

Weight loss not only reduces BP, but it may also improve some of the other cardiovascular risk factors such as dyslipidemia and insulin resistance that cluster with obesity. While weight loss is clearly a benefit to the patient, losing weight is generally a challenge for most patients and their families. Studies that have addressed weight reduction as a means of improving cardiovascular risk factors, including BP, have shown that interventions can be successful, yet adherence to these strategies is challenging, and these interventions tend to require a multidisciplinary approach. The intervention by a nutritionist is a key element to these programs, and some programs would also include psychological counseling as well as structured exercise programs.25,26 When HTN is affecting the obese child or adolescent, one cannot overlook that dealing with obesity is a part of the complex equation necessary for the optimal management of the patient’s health. Another thing to consider when dealing with the child or adolescent with obesity is that it is often a family problem, and it will require commitment from the family to be successful.

Exercise training has also been shown to reduce BP for a limited period of time, on the order of 3–6 months, and once the exercise ends, it seems that BP returns to pretreatment levels.27,28

The forms of exercise felt to be most beneficial are aerobic activities such as running, brisk walking, swimming, or cycling, as opposed to static forms of exercise such as weightlifting. Some children may be participating in group activities in school physical education classes or in team sports, but they may need to increase the intensity of their involvement or the frequency at which they do these activities. While increasing these activities, attention should also be paid to reducing the amount of screen time in front of a television or computer that a child has. Clearly, these interventions are the safest and least prone to having adverse effects, but they remain challenging for families to pursue, and there is minimal evidence as well that these interventions are efficacious.3 It is also important to consider giving children and families some very concrete guidelines, rather than providing the general advice to “increase activity.” Torrance and colleagues would suggest that children do 40 minutes of moderate to vigorous aerobic exercise three
to five days per week. This could be a goal to strive for, yet it would certainly require a high degree of motivation on the part of the patient and also the patient’s family.

**Lifestyle changes: dietary interventions**

It is very important to consider dietary strategies especially in the setting of obesity-associated HTN. If obesity is a cause or at least the primary contributor to HTN for the teenager, then one must tackle obesity as the underlying problem. There have been studies addressing dietary management of obesity-associated HTN, and even some in children. Of the various types of TLC, or nonpharmacologic management strategies, dietary interventions are ones that seem to be most often studied.

A number of nutrients have been examined such as sodium, potassium, calcium, folate, and caffeine; sodium has probably been the most extensively studied. While not every individual will be salt-sensitive, a modest sodium reduction would be beneficial, given the typical diet of most children and adolescents in the United States.

While dietary advice is recommended as first line therapy, there really is little evidence that it works. In a recent two year trial of potassium and calcium dietary supplementation in Chinese children who had salt-sensitive HTN, improvement in systolic BP was observed. Relative to obesity in general, there are many studies showing that diet, exercise and behavior modification can lead to improvement for children, however, there is also a high rate of recidivism.

When looking more specifically at younger patients with HTN, one can see that a few studies have looked at diet as a modifiable element of a young patient’s life that can result in improvement. Moore et al looked at a group of children enrolled in the Framingham Heart Study, and they showed some beneficial effects on BP of a diet rich in fruits, vegetables and dairy products.

The DASH (Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension) diet has been proven to lower BP primarily in adults, and some research in younger age groups using a similar plan has been done. The DASH diet goes beyond a low sodium diet and provides guidance for a diet rich in fruits and vegetables as well as low fat or nonfat dairy products. This diet is one that is low in sodium and enriched with potassium and calcium, and it also incorporates a higher intake of micronutrients, such as folate, and measures to reduce dietary fat intake. The reduction in dietary fat intake is important, given the likelihood for diets higher in fat content to promote weight gain as well as alterations in lipid levels.

A study by Reinehr and colleagues looked at changes in weight and a number of cardiovascular risk factors to see if an intense intervention with a multidisciplinary approach could show improvement over a year. In addition to BP, other cardiovascular risk factors such as lipid profiles and measures of insulin resistance were studied. The intervention group had elements of physical exercise, nutritional education, and behavior therapy included, and the children who did have a drop in BMI also had a lower BP and improvement in the other measures of cardiovascular risk after a year. The authors did acknowledge some limitations to the study, including the fact that it was not randomized, so it may have been that the subjects (and their families) who were most successful may have been the more motivated ones to make a difference, and yet it does show that these strategies can work. An important message to take from this study is that the problem must be approached from a number of angles.

Couch and colleagues did a study that compared an intensive three-month intervention to a more routine type of nutritional intervention in adolescents referred to a tertiary care center HTN clinic and diagnosed with either pre-HTN or HTN. That study warrants some attention here. Two groups of children were studied over a three-month period. One group was called the DASH intervention. This group received extensive counseling as well as very close follow-up. This included a one-hour face-to-face counseling session between a dietician, the subject, and parent; a manual to take from the study center; eight weekly and two biweekly phone visits from a trained interventionist; and four biweekly mailings. The routine care group compared received a more standard dietary intervention, with the one-hour counseling session done in the clinic setting and provision of a booklet to take with them that basically discussed reduction of sodium intake, weight control by limiting high fat foods, reduction of portion control and eating nutrient dense forms of food. In addition to beneficial effects on BP, the DASH group also had significant changes in dietary intake of fruits, vegetables, and dairy products.

A study by Gunther and colleagues in children and adolescents with DM and HTN explored the associations of the DASH diet in this population. It showed that children with type 1 DM following DASH guidelines had a markedly decreased chance of having HTN, but this was not observed in children with type 2 DM. In that study, the majority of subjects with type 2 DM were obese.
Lifestyle changes: other elements to consider

There are many reasons to counsel adolescents about the avoidance of tobacco, alcohol, and other drugs, and those issues have importance relative to the overall health of an individual and may improve BP control as well. The issue of stress on BP control has received some attention, and yet stress management techniques are not widely discussed with patients. In a review on stress management techniques in adolescents, Smith and Womack discuss the case of a teenager with what is described as mild HTN that was treated with Transcendental Meditation. That patient was normotensive at a 6-month follow-up interval. Saab et al describe an interesting set of findings that a range of responses to behavioral stresses were found, with the adolescents with high BP being more vascularly responsive than those with normal BP. The adolescents with labile BP were more responsive than those with normal BP. An interesting study of 35 adolescents with high normal BP, studied before the Fourth Report which defined pre-HTN in adolescents, randomized almost half of the group to a transcendental meditation intervention and the others to a health education control group. After two months, there was a statistically significant difference in resting systolic BP and other measures of cardiovascular reactivity.

These techniques show usefulness in selected motivated patients, and they may be useful adjuncts to the overall treatment of adolescents with pre-HTN and HTN.

Pharmacologic management

The recommendations of the Task Force on Blood Pressure that are published in the Fourth Report remain the guiding principles upon which one decides about the initiation of pharmacologic management. There are a number of considerations to take into account when pharmacologic management is entertained. Long term consequences of untreated HTN are unknown, although it is generally felt that longstanding high BP is a risk factor for development of clinical problems at some point. There are also no data about the long term use of antihypertensive medications as well. There are limited indications recommended for use of medications, and they include patients who are symptomatic, those with secondary forms of HTN that need to be addressed in a specific way (for example kidney disease or coarctation of the aorta), those with evidence of target organ disease such as left ventricular hypertrophy, those with coincident diabetes (types 1 and 2), and those with persistent HTN despite nonpharmacologic treatment. That last category is particularly challenging, as it may be difficult to assess who has really taken the ideas and advice provided in the setting of nonpharmacologic treatment seriously. Exactly how long to allow the nonpharmacologic measures to work before initiating medication is also a challenge, and it seems more related to discussions one might have with the adolescent and his or her family.

Once the decision has been made to initiate pharmacologic management, one should not completely abandon the nonpharmacologic measures; they should remain in place.

There have been some clinical trials including adolescents that have led to pediatric labeling of medications. These studies have been done primarily as single drug studies to provide safety, efficacy, and pharmacokinetic data. Frankly, all classes of antihypertensive medications have been shown to lower BP in this age group, yet there are not any specific recommendations on which medication to use in certain patients. There may be good reasons to consider using a certain class of medication in an adolescent with a specific underlying condition or comorbid condition. Such an example would be that of patients with DM, where one would consider the use of an angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor or angiotensin receptor blocker. This same set of medications would need to be used with caution in females of childbearing potential, as there may be risks to the developing fetus.

The published Fourth Report provides guidance on medications, including dosage and the potential for side effects. Another good source to become familiar with HTN management is the set of recommendations from the European Society of Hypertension published in 2009.

Conclusion

When adolescents are identified with elevated BP, it may take some time before they are diagnosed with pre-HTN or HTN. In all adolescents, there ought to be discussions about strategies for healthy living, and in the context of elevated BP, one must include a number of strategies in the attempt to be successful at limiting cardiovascular morbidities in the long term. In many ways, detecting issues before they become more troublesome could lead to changes that have a longer and bigger impact. Not every intervention will work to the same extent or degree with every individual, yet by applying a number of strategies, there may be some opportunities for success. Also, treatment strategies should not be considered “either/or.” Most, if not all, adolescent patients will benefit from strategies aimed at healthier habits of limited salt intake, a less sedentary lifestyle, and avoidance of tobacco products, excessive caffeine, and illicit drug use. Achieving that goal may require a number of different interventions and a high degree of motivation.
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